Abstract Bimanual haptics is a specific kind of multi-finger interaction that focuses on the use of both hands simultaneously. Several haptic devices permit this form of interaction, but they are subject to a certain number of limitations for interacting with virtual environments (VEs), notably workspace size issues and manipulation difficulties with single-point interfaces. Interaction techniques exist to overcome these limitations and allow users to perform specific two-handed tasks, such as the bimanual exploration of large VEs and grasping of virtual objects. These interaction techniques will be reviewed in this chapter.
Introduction
Bimanual haptics implies the use of both hands for haptic interaction with virtual or remote environments. It is more specific than the general multi-touch or multifinger classes of interaction in that it does not include interaction with fingers of the same hand only, but requires at least one finger of each hand. What makes twohanded interaction more specifically interesting to study is that most tasks executed in our daily lives are intrinsically bimanual [14] , from simple tasks such as striking a match to more complex ones such as playing an instrument. As such, two-handed interaction feels more natural to use than the one-handed kind.
This chapter focuses specifically on bimanual haptic interaction with virtual environments (VEs), which is a domain that is slowly emerging while already bearing promising applications. In the medical field, it can be used in surgery training, notably for minimally invasive surgery as illustrated by the bimanual surgical simulator interface [29] and the da Vinci Surgical System Simulator [18] . Another medical application is rehabilitation, as shown by a bimanual haptic desktop platform for upper-limb post-stroke rehabilitation [17] . Medicine, however, is not the only target field: non-medical applications include industrial prototyping [15] and 3D modeling software [9] . Several haptic devices are suitable for bimanual interaction, and can be subdivided into two categories: single-point and multi-finger interfaces. While the latter category allows to handle virtual objects in a similar fashion to actual hands, the former makes the task more challenging as single-point devices are represented in the virtual environment by a couple of god-objects or proxies, which is the strict minimum to allow grasping of an object ( Figure 1 ). Notably, a grasped object tends to slip from virtual hands if the contacts between proxies and objects are not strongly maintained, which shows the need for techniques to maintain more easily these contacts during grasping.
Another issue is that, regardless of which category they belong to, most of the bimanual haptic interfaces have small workspaces, which is a strong limitation when a user wants to carry out tasks as simple as picking an object and moving it around in a large VE. Several workspace extension techniques were proposed to address this issue, notably the Bubble technique [6] which proved to be suitable for simultaneous grasping of objects and exploration in a VE with a bimanual whole-hand haptic interface [21] . More recently, novel metaphors adapted this technique to any couple of 3DoF single-point haptic interfaces [26] , also allowing grasping and navigation at the same time.
Related work
The hardware and software solutions that allow bimanual haptic interaction with VEs are currently subject to some limitations, which will be overviewed in this section. Interaction techniques and metaphors, which combine hardware, software and knowledge of human cognition to allow a user to perform a given task, can notably help to overcome these limitations. Very few genuinely two-handed haptic interactive techniques were developed to this date, but some techniques from unimanual haptic interaction and two-handed interaction in 3D environments, not necessarily haptic, can be adapted for a bimanual haptic case. This section will provide a global overview of the different interactive techniques suitable for bimanual haptic interaction with VEs.
Hardware and Software Limitations for Bimanual Haptics
Several haptic devices allow bimanual interaction with VEs. However, they share the same drawback of having workspaces fairly limited in size, thus preventing the interaction with large VEs without using techniques to increase these workspaces. This problem can be handled at the hardware layer, by improving the existing hardware or by using additional devices.
A straightforward and general approach consists in increasing the workspace provided by the devices, either by using large serial linkages, string-based devices with large frames, or redundant degrees of freedom (DoF) [7] . For unimanual interaction, human-scale devices could be developed using that approach. However, as far as bimanual devices are concerned, such scales could not be obtained and the highest reach that was achieved so far was that of human arms, in the cases of the DLR interface [15] and the Haptic Workstation [21] .
Another solution for providing larger workspaces is the use of mobile haptic interfaces, i.e. haptic devices fixed on a mobile robot. Bimanual examples of these are the Mobile Haptic Grasper [4] and VISHARD7-based mobile interface [22] . However, even though they potentially provide an infinite planar workspace [11] , these devices are still limited in vertical reach.
Other hardware approaches address the workspace issue by providing additional DoF to the user to handle navigation in the VE. For instance, a 3DoF foot pedal was used for controlling the motion of a two-armed robot in a remote environment [23] . The latter approach may be the only one to provide an infinite workspace in all directions, but is fully dependant on the availability of such pieces of hardware.
As far as manipulation capabilities of haptic devices are concerned, whether unimanual or bimanual, those devices can be divided into two main classes. The first category is that of single-point interfaces, such as the SPIDAR G&G [19] , the DLR bimanual haptic interface [15] or the more widespread PHANToM series. The second category is that of multi-fingered interfaces, such as the MasterFinger-2 [12] , SPIDAR-8 [28] and Bimanual HIRO [8] , which enable interaction through 4, 8 and 10 fingertips respectively. Within this category of multi-finger devices, the Haptic Workstation is a special case, not only providing interaction through the fingertips but also through the palms of both hands [21] .
Multi-finger interfaces are well suited for grasping, as more contact points with objects means better handling of the said objects: it was shown that 3 contact points with friction, or 7 contact points without friction, were the minimum requirements for form closure of an object, i.e. the ability to fully restrain an object [1] . However, manipulating virtual objects with two single-point haptic interfaces is a different matter. It was shown that 2 contact points could allow full manipulation of an object, but only if the contacts are soft-finger, meaning being able to support moments around the contact normal. Even so, handling virtual objects with single-point devices is very much like attempting to handle an object with the fingertips of index fingers, and as such a challenging task.
Concerning the software layers that link the aforementioned devices to the VEs, there are various haptic APIs that allow to do so, which can be divided into two categories. Device-specific APIs usually grant low-level access to one model or series of interfaces, generally allowing the use of the same device in a dual way. However, it is not possible to conjointly use devices of two different manufacturers using only one of these APIs, but it is possible to combine the respective APIs of the two devices. For instance, HDAL SDK [20] and OpenHaptics [24] can be used to operate conjointly a Novint Falcon and a PHANToM device.
This process can be bothersome, though, and thus generic APIs were developed to support a wider range of devices, not limited to a single manufacturer. Some of them have clearly shown their bimanual capabilities, such as H3DAPI [25] , which was used for a bimanual haptic 3D modeling software [9] , and Haptik Library [5] , which was part of the software architecture of the Mobile Haptic Grasper [4] . Both cases used twice the same device, but these APIs can also be used with two different devices ; notably, examples shown later in this chapter used Haptik Library to handle a Novint Falcon and a PHANToM Omni.
However, while these APIs support the use of two devices at the same time, they do not truly support bimanual capabilities per se. There are for instance no solutions to reduce the impact on the user of different workspace sizes, output forces, or degrees of freedom in each hand. Similarly, while methods exist to prevent collision between the hands of the user and the two devices [8] , they are not yet implemented in these APIs either.
Interaction Techniques for Bimanual Haptics
The hardware approaches for increasing the workspaces of bimanual haptic hardware do effectively allow the exploration of large VEs to some extent. However, on the one hand, most of these techniques do not increase those workspaces infinitely, and on the other hand, such devices are not necessarily widespread. This leads to the use of interaction techniques for handling the extension of these workspaces. They have the advantage of being generic and applicable to any haptic device available to the user with no further requirements, although the majority of currently existing techniques are not specific to two-handed haptics.
A first technique consists in applying a scaling factor to match the real workspace provided by the haptic devices with a virtual volume defined in the VE [10] , although reducing the accuracy of motions in the virtual space. Another approach is the clutching technique, which consists in holding down a button to temporarily interrupt the coupling between the device and the proxy while the user recenters the device. The Dual Shell method is an extension of this technique, that automatically handles the clutching when predefined boundaries are reached, without requiring the potentially counterintuitive manipulation of a button [16] . The use of rate control was also proposed to control the velocity of the virtual proxy through the position of the haptic device [30] . This technique infinitely increases the workspace in all directions, although seeming to be far from intuitive.
A last interaction technique is the Bubble metaphor, which is originally a unimanual haptic workspace extension technique [6] . It uses direct control of the position of the proxy in the VE while the device remains inside predefined spherical boundaries (defined as the bubble). When the device moves outside this bubble, the latter is translated throughout the virtual environment, with a small elastic force that gives the feel of the surface of the bubble to the user. For a unimanual painting task, a user experiment showed that this technique was faster, more accurate and more appreciated than the scaling factor and clutching techniques.
The bimanual case was not yet throughly investigated with the Bubble technique, though it was used for bimanual interaction with complex VEs through the Haptic Workstation [21] . This implementation allowed users to translate and rotate the camera by moving both hands outside the bubble in the same direction. It showed to be efficient for simultaneous navigation and manipulation with this specific device, as it allows interaction with the palms and fingers of both hands. However, it remains difficult to use with single-point interfaces, as picked objects tend to be frequently dropped during the translations of the virtual workspace through rate control. This is particularly true when using two different interfaces with physical workspaces of different size and shape, a scenario that has been scarcely studied.
Aside the question of how to explore large VEs with bimanual interfaces, next comes the matter of manipulating virtual objects with these devices. Bimanual haptic manipulation techniques vary greatly depending on the task that is to be executed. For instance, the multi-modal mesh manipulation system [9] , a bimanual 3D modeling software, uses a tool-object metaphor. It can assign a grabbing task to the non-dominant hand and different manipulation tools to the dominant hand, or a tool in each hand for bimanual manipulation of the mesh (stretching, folding, tearing, etc.). Similarly, the Bimanual Haptic Simulator for medical training [27] assigns a palpation task to the non-dominant hand and a needle insertion task to the dominant hand.
However, while these techniques work for a specific task, the question of how to switch between different tasks and techniques remains open. In the context of 3D interaction techniques, different methods were proposed to apply transitions between different tools, or subtasks, proposed to the user in the case of the Responsive Workbench [3] . They defined explicit transitions, like picking up a tool in a toolbox, with a default behaviour when no tool has been picked up yet, that should be specific of the application. Another example of explicit transition, more practical in the sense that it does not require several movements between the workspace and the toolbox, is the use of gestures with the hands. Implicit transitions were also defined, in which a switch from an subtask to another occurs in a seamless way, almost imperceptible to the user. An example of this is the switch from a unimanual grabbing technique to a bimanual grab-and-twirl technique, that occurs naturally as the user reaches in with the other hand to help the manipulation.
There is a more general two-handed manipulation task that several studies focused on, which is the grasping of arbitrary virtual objects. A technique was proposed to detect when a user attempts to grasp an object, based on a study on the segmentation of a grasping task with multi-finger interfaces [13] . The study distinguished three major steps with specific forces applied on the grasped object: approach (no force applied on the object), gripping (a horizontal force being applied), and lifting (a vertical component being added). The information on the forces applied by each finger on a virtual object can thus allow the controller to detect grasping and simulate it accordingly.
Beyond detecting grasping, a straightforward interaction technique for handling bimanual multi-finger manipulation of virtual objects is the use of virtual hands, such as spring-damper hands, which proved to be suitable to interact with the objects of a virtual house [21] . However, as mentioned earlier, manipulating objects with two single-point interfaces is intrinsically more challenging: to the best of our knowledge, no manipulation technique tackles this problem.
Interaction Techniques for Improving Bimanual Interaction with Single-Point Haptic Interfaces
Bimanual interaction with VEs using single-point haptic interfaces has been scarcely studied to this date. Thus a set of interaction techniques was proposed for improving the exploration of large VEs with these interfaces, as well as the manipulation of objects with two 3DoF haptic devices represented by simple proxies [26] . This section will present these techniques, which include two haptic exploration techniques, a grasping detection method, and two haptic manipulation techniques. The exploration techniques are the double bubble, which allows free motion with both hands in a VE, and a viewport adaptation method that maintains both virtual proxies on screen. The grasping detection method allows to determine when a user attemps to effectively pick an object between both hands. Finally, the manipulation techniques are the magnetic pinch, which uses a simulated spring to keep the virtual proxies from dropping a picked object, and the joint control, which solves issues related to different control modes between the two hands.
Double Bubble
In the double bubble technique, the workspace of each haptic device is defined by two areas, each associated to a control mode (Figure 2 ). An inner area controls the proxy directly in position, and an outer area, starting at the boundaries of the inner area and extending up to the physical limits of the device, controls the virtual workspace in speed within the VE (Figure 3 ). Besides using two interfaces instead of one, two major differences separate the double bubble from the previously mentioned bubble technique. The first difference is the use of a rectangular parallelepiped for the boundaries of the bubbles instead of a sphere, to better fit the physical workspaces of the devices. We can notably think of PHANToM devices which have a higher width than their height or depth. The second difference is the presence of a visual feedback added to the haptic feedback when the devices leave the boundaries, in the form of a trail behind the rate-controlled proxies (Figure 3 ).
An issue that was observed with several users attempting to use the technique was that they got confused whenever the right proxy was on the left of the screen and vice versa. A way to prevent this is to simulate an invisible "separation plane" that prevents the centers of the bubbles from crossing, by negating the horizontal component of the bubble velocities when such situation is about to happen. Given the left bubble of center l = (l x , l y , l z ) and its displacement at the next simulation
, and the right bubble of center r = (r x , r y , r z ), the constraint is applied following Equation (1). The same constraint is applied for the right bubble.
(1) 
Viewport Adaptation
Since each device is attached to a bubble independent from the other, a method is required to keep both proxies on the screen, as they can move infinitely in completely opposite directions. Thus, a method was developed to ensure that both bubbles remain in view no matter the distance between them ( Figure 5 ). This is accomplished by setting the distance of the camera to the center of the scene to a value proportional to the distance between the leftmost border of the left bubble and the rightmost border of the right bubble, plus an arbitrary margin (Figure 4 ). Given the left bubble of center l = (l x , l y , l z ) and width w l , and the right bubble of center r = (r x , r y , r z ) and width w r , the position of the camera is computed following Equations (2-4). The center of scene s is first computed from both workspace centers following:
The width of the displayed scene w s is then computed from the widths of both workspaces w l and w r , as well as an arbitrary margin m that ensures that the virtual workspace boundaries do not leave the borders of the screen: Finally, the position of the camera c is computed following:
where d is a scalar that depends on the camera field of view, and a is an arbitrary vector that determines the angle from which the scene is displayed. A limitation of this method is that it does not allow rotations of the viewport. A way to handle these rotations is to use the "separation plane" mentioned in the pre-vious section, by translating the x component of the displacement of the bubble into an angular velocity that will be applied to the vector a ( Figure 6 ). The displacement of both proxies can be used, making the viewport rotation faster if both hands push in opposite directions simultaneously. 
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Grasping Detection
A grasping detection method is required in order to detect when a user is actually attempting to pick an object and not simply touching it. Three conditions are considered to determine whether both hands are grasping an object or not, according to the contact normals, the contact forces, and the relative position of both hands ( Figure 7 ):
1. The angle between the contact normals must be under a certain threshold. 2. Both contact forces must exceed a threshold in order to discriminate simple contacts with an object from a true intent of grasping the object. 3. Two cylinders projected from both proxies following the contact normal must intersect. Their radii match the approximate sizes of the proxies by default, but can be tuned to make the detection more or less sensitive.
Magnetic Pinch
Once a grasping situation is detected, the magnetic pinch takes effect, which "magnetizes" both hands to the picked object to prevent unintentional drops from happening. A visual feedback is also added to the haptic feedback in the form of red bolts, emphasizing the activation of the technique to the user ( Figure 8 ). Two implementations were considered for the magnetic pinch: one based on springs and the other based on constraints. 
Spring-based
The first version simulates a spring pulling both hands towards the picked object. For each haptic device, a force F h is generated following:
p is the position of the first interface, o is the position of the second interface, g s is the size of the grasped object (the distance between the two contact points when the grasping is initiated), and k h is the stiffness of the spring. The spring is removed as soon as the user gives enough force to end the contact of the hands with the object, hence dropping it.
Additionally, the position of the grasped object g p can be constrained to the central point between the positions of the two virtual proxies l and r, further reducing the risk of unwanted drops. For this, another spring is used, of stiffness k o with a force F o following: Fig. 9 Forces applied by the spring-based approach of the magnetic pinch. F h 1 and F h 2 are the forces applied on the centers of mass of both proxies to pull them towards each other. F o is the force applied on the center of mass of the picked object to pull it towards c, the middle point between both virtual proxies.
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This approach successfully stabilizes the grasping of light virtual objects. However, lifting heavier objects can still be problematic with this approach, as well as correctly handling the rotations of the picked object.
Constraint-based
The second approach for the magnetic pinch constrains the relative position and orientation of both proxies relative to the picked object. Both constraints are removed as soon as at least one proxy provides an outwards force whose value exceeds an arbitrary threshold. This threshold determines the weight of the objects that can be picked with the magnet effect: the higher the value, the heavier the objects that can be lifted. However, higher values also imply that strong forces must be applied to release even lighter objects, which can give an unnatural feel of being abnormally "glued" to the object in these cases. This effect could be reduced by dynamically modulating the threshold with the weight of the picked object.
Not only does this approach allow to carry heavier virtual objects, but it also allows the rotation of these objects on two degrees of freedom, even with 3DoF devices, by using the relative position between both proxies. In addition, if at least one of the two devices has 6DoF sensing (possibly underactuated), then it is possible to handle the third rotational degree of freedom of the object. 
Joint Control
The double bubble metaphor may introduce a difference in control modes and/or scaling factors when activated ( Figure 11 ). In order to reduce the impact of these differences when pick-and-placing a virtual object, the notion of joint control was introduced. During a grasping situation, both devices use a common control/display ratio (average of both) and common bubble size (minimal dimensions), and enter rate control simultaneously when at least one device leaves its bubble. This technique allows easier exploration of a VE when holding an object between virtual hands controlled by two different haptic interfaces.
Evaluation
An experiment assessed the efficiency of the previously mentioned techniques, involving a simple pick-and-place task, where users had to pick a cube and place it at a given position. The double bubble technique was compared to the clutching technique for workspace extension, and the benefits of the magnetic pinch and joint control were also measured for grasping facilitation.
Method
Population
Thirteen participants (2 females and 11 males) aged from 20 to 26 (mean = 22.8, sd = 1.7) performed the experiment. None of the participants had any known perception disorder. All participants were naïve with respect to the proposed techniques, as well as to the experimental setup and the purpose of the experiment. 
Experimental Apparatus
The participants were seated at 1m in front of a 24 inch widescreen monitor. The experiment was conducted using two different haptic interfaces. The participants manipulated a Falcon (Novint Technologies Inc., Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA) in their left hand, and a PHANToM Omni (Sensable Technologies, Wilmington, Massachusetts, USA) in their right hand, both placed in front of the screen as shown in Figure 12 . Visual feedback was rendered at a refresh rate of 50 Hz, while the haptic rendering rate was 1,000 Hz. Physical simulation was performed using Nvidia PhysX at a rate of 1,000 Hz to match the update frequency of the haptic loop. A virtual coupling mechanism [2] was used between the haptic interfaces and the virtual proxies by simulating a spring-damper system between each haptic device and its corresponding proxy.
Virtual Environment
The VE was composed of a 100m-wide ground plane with four potential target planes, of 1m of width, placed at the corners of a 6m-wide square around the center of the VE. The target plane of each trial was colored in red, and the other planes were colored in white. The cube to be manipulated had a width of 30cm and a mass of 3g, and was placed at the center of the VE. The proxies controlled by each haptic device were physically represented by cubes of 20cm of width, and were positioned 2m away from each other and 5m away from the central cube at the start of each trial. The cube was thus lying beyond the limits of the workspaces. The proxy controlled by the left device was visually represented by a blue left hand, and the right proxy was represented by a green right hand. Figure 13 shows the scene as displayed at the beginning of a trial. 
Procedure
At the start of each trial, both haptic devices and proxies were set to their starting positions. The subject had to pick the cube from both sides, carry it towards the red target and make the cube contact with the target, thus ending the trial. A black screen warned the subject about the beginning of the next trial.
Experimental Conditions
A within-subject design was used to evaluate the four different conditions. In the control condition Ctrl, the participants were able to use the clutching technique when they reached the limits of the workspaces. The three other conditions corresponded to: (1) DB (double bubble), (2) MP (clutching with magnetic pinch/joint control) and (3) DB+MP (a combination of double bubble and magnetic pinch/joint control). All the conditions were tested 44 times (11 times per target). The order between the different conditions was counterbalanced across participants, and for each condition, the order between the targets was randomized. The experiment lasted around 1 hour.
Collected Data
For each trial and each participant, the completion time and number of drops were recorded. The completion time is the time elapsed between the moment the proxies leave their starting positions and the moment the cube touches its target plane. The number of drops is the number of hits recorded between the cube and any part of the ground plane that is not the target plane. At the end of the experiment, participants had to complete a subjective questionnaire in which they had to grade the different techniques according to different criteria. The participants could rate the criteria from 1 (very bad) to 7 (very good). The different criteria were: (1) Global appreciation, (2) Efficiency, (3) Learning, (4) Usability, (5) Fatigue, and (6) Realism. 
Experiment Results
Completion Time and Number of Drops
Subjective Questionnaire
A Friedman test was performed to analyse the answers of the participants to the subjective questionnaire. The reported p-values were adjusted for multiple comparisons (alpha-level p=0.05). A significant effect was found for 5 criteria: Global appreciation (χ 2 = 4.62, p < 0.001), Efficiency (χ 2 = 4.92, p < 0.001), Learning easiness (χ 2 = 4.50, p < 0.001), Use easiness (χ 2 = 4.80, p < 0.001) and Fatigue (χ 2 = 4.46, p < 0.001). Post-hoc analysis showed that the DB+MP condition was preferred to both the control and DB for all criteria: Global appreciation (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001 respectively), Efficiency (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001), Learning (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001), Usability (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001) and Fatigue (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001). The MP condition was also preferred over the control and DB for 3 criteria: Global appreciation (p = 0.029 and p = 0.028), Learning (p = 0.032 and p = 0.009) and Usability (p = 0.027 and p = 0.008), plus a fourth criteria for the DB: Efficiency (p = 0.020). 15 Box plots of the subjective ratings for the significative criteria, for all conditions. They are delimited by the quartile (25% quantile and 75% quantile) of the distribution of the condition over the individuals. The median is represented for each trial.
Global
Discussion
The conducted experiment showed that the magnetic pinch and joint control improved performances and subjective appreciation for a pick-and-place task over the double bubble and clutching navigation techniques, while the combination of these techniques with the double bubble led to the best results. The double bubble, used alone, performed as good as the clutching technique without outperforming it, in terms of completion time, drop rate, and subjective appreciation. The technique allows to translate the workspace in a VE in a smoother way than the clutching technique, by removing the need to move the devices back and forth several times.
The experiment showed that the magnetic pinch and joint control significantly reduced completion times and dropping rates compared to the conditions that did not use them. In addition, the subjective appreciation also favored the conditions which used these techniques over those that did not, globally as well as for learning and usability. These results strongly indicate that the magnetic pinch and joint control techniques, by stabilizing the grasping of a virtual object with virtual proxies, are efficient for facilitating pick-and-place tasks. Additionally, while the magnetic pinch inherently adds an unrealistic behaviour through the magnetic attraction, it does not seem to hinder the global realism of the scene, as no significant difference in the participants perception of realism was reported for the different conditions.
The double bubble showed its full potential when used jointly with the magnetic pinch and joint control, outperforming the combination of the latter techniques with clutching. The double bubble allows users to perform the task in a simpler and faster way than the clutching technique, which imposes frequent stops of both proxies to recenter the two haptic devices.
Perspectives
Haptic interaction with virtual environments using two hands is a topic that is being increasingly investigated but is still far from reaching its full potential. Interaction techniques dedicated to that field are not numerous, as in a majority of cases unimanual techniques are used in a dual way rather than developing actual bimanual techniques and metaphors. Notably, this means that the same tasks and possibilities are given to both hands, not taking into account the intrinsic differences between them and their ability to perform asymmetric tasks. Exceptions are studies that focus on specific tasks such as medical training or 3D modeling, which assign a different tool to each hand prior to the beginning of the task, with possibly two-handed interactions between these tools.
All haptic devices suited for bimanual interaction have fairly limited physical workspaces, raising the need for interaction techniques to extend them. Most of the existing haptic exploration techniques that allow to do this are unimanual, notably the clutching and Bubble techniques. The Double Bubble metaphor extended the latter to a bimanual use, allowing independent translation of the virtual workspaces of both devices within a large virtual environment through hybrid position/rate control modes. While the clutching technique leads to "jerky" motions with the need to make frequent stops when the boundaries of the workspaces are reached, the double bubble allows much smoother motions in virtual environments. These techniques only allow translational movements originally, but two approaches allow to rotate the viewport as well: the bimanual implementation of the original bubble technique (at the expense of lateral translations), as well as the separation plane of the double bubble.
While multi-finger interfaces enable good manipulations of virtual objects through their multiple contacts, it is not the case for single-point devices. The grasping of objects with these devices can be tedious, thus raising the need for interaction techniques such as the magnetic pinch to simplify the lifting and carrying of objects with only two contact points. Applying a small magnet effect does help for maintaining the grip of the object, although some issues remain. Notably, holding an object with two haptic devices allows to translate the said object in all directions, as well as rotate it using the relative position between the devices, but there is a degree of freedom that cannot be controlled at all with 3DoF devices. Also, while this technique was developed for single-point interfaces, its relevance for multi-finger interaction and the question of how to adapt it to that case remain to be studied. Finally, the base principles work perfectly for rigid bodies, but whether they could work and/or be adapted for interaction of deformable bodies is yet to be explored.
It was shown that more issues arise when exploration and grasping happen simultaneously, mostly with single-point devices. With clutching, drops tend to happen during the temporary decoupling between devices and proxies, while with the double bubble, the differences of velocities in rate control as well as times of activation of rate control can lead to unwanted drops as well. Thus, techniques like the joint control are required to handle these two classes of haptic interaction simultaneously. However, there are still several issues to be addressed. Notably, it is still impossible to rotate the viewport with an object in hand using the double bubble.
Conclusion
This chapter focused on haptic interaction with VEs using both hands, by overviewing several interaction techniques suited for two-handed haptics. Among them, workspace extension techniques such as the clutching and double bubble allow bimanual haptic exploration of large VEs, the latter leading to smoother motions than the former. While multi-finger interfaces allowed good handling of virtual objects through their multiple contact points, single-point devices strongly benefit from interaction techniques such as the magnetic pinch that maintain the contacts between virtual proxies and picked objects. It is also apparent that there is a need for interaction techniques such as the joint control at the interface of both navigation and manipulation, as handling them separately leads to recurrent issues. Future work will develop these techniques, notably by applying them to devices or proxies with more contact points, to other types of simulations such as deformable objects, or to interfaces with more degrees of freedom. Finally, interaction techniques presented in this chapter were used in simple virtual environments, with a very simple task, and future work will assess their applicability and usefulness for real applications such as medical training or industrial prototyping.
